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From the author of Derren Brown Unauthorised Theories, Secrets and Methods.Unauthorised

Secrets of the Britain’s Got Talent Magicians is a detailed critique, explanation and review of

every magic performance from the first eleven series of Britain’s Got Talent. Every magician

featured on the show so far has their act dissected and reviewed along with a full explanation

of methods that can be used to create these incredible magical performances. Each

performance is linked to a YouTube video that you can watch whilst reading to learn what's

really happening!If you want to become a magician, learn more about the craft, improve your

own act or are just curious about how it all works, this book will teach you the secrets that are

so rarely discussed outside of the magical fraternity. Bang up to date with full details of all

eleven series of BGT magicians (Doctor Gore, The Deans of Magic, Sauris Nandi, Visage,

Merlin Cadogan, Stevie Starr, David and Karen, Brynolf and Ljung, James More, Stevie Pink,

Darcy Oake, Chloe Louise Crawford, Jamie Raven, Michael Late, Christian Lee, Richard

Jones, Tanba, Josephine Lee, Matt Edwards, Niels Harder, DNA and Issy Simpson), you will

learn a lot about the fascinating world of magic, and become a better performer as a result.
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Independent PublishingNo part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval

system whatever the heck that means, or transmitted in any form or by any means, whether

that’s electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, taking a photo of the pages and printing

them out at Max Spielmann and turning them into a mouse mat or a key ring or a mug or

whatever, or otherwise, without written permission from the publisher. Don’t stick it on a torrent

site or swap it for cigarettes. If reading this on a Kindle, do not drop it in the bath.Dedicated to

Robert from Robert’s World of Magic (that guy who gets trapped in the bag and cut out by

Keith Chegwin, you know, it’s like, on every magic clip show on TV all the time. Wonder if he

gets royalties? Bet he’s a millionaire by now.)ContentsNotes and IntroductionMagical

ThinkingFinding the MethodThe Methods Described in This BookAn explanation of pre-show

work and ‘Dual Reality’The BGT Magician’s methods, secrets and review:Series 1 – 2007 -

Doctor GoreSeries 2 – 2008 – The Deans of Magic, Sauris Nandi, VisageSeries 3 – 2009 -

Merlin CadoganSeries 4 – 2010 - Stevie StarrSeries 5 – 2011 - David and KarenSeries 6 –

2012 - Brynolf and LjungSeries 7 – 2013 - James More, Stevie PinkSeries 8 – 2014 - Darcy

OakeSeries 9 – 2015 - Chloe L. Crawford, Jamie Raven, Michael LateSeries 10 – 2016 -

Christian Lee, Richard JonesSeries 11 – 2017 – Tanba, DNA, Issy Simpson, Josephine Lee,

Matt Edwards, Niels HarderAfterword – The Masked MagicianNotesThis book is not endorsed,

published or connected in any way with Britain’s Got Talent, America’s Got Talent, or any of the

shows worldwide, Simon Cowell, his companies, or anyone involved in the creation and

production of the shows discussed. This book is written for the purposes of review and

education on magic, performance techniques and showmanship. Whilst I have every

confidence of the accuracy of the information contained within, all theories and methods

discussed cannot be verified to be factual, or confirmed to be the specific methods used. All

references to actual shows and performances are considered fair-use. I’m happy to correct any

errors in future editions. Contents of this book are the opinions of the author and may not be

correct.Do not attempt to recreate any of the dangerous magic featured – whilst you are

unlikely to be hurt by performing a card trick, some of the content can be extremely dangerous

and could result in injury and/or death.IntroductionAs a magician, watching Britain’s Got Talent

evolve over eleven series has been an education for me. Initially, magic was greeted with cries

of derision from the judges and it appeared to be career suicide to go on these shows. Millions

of people would see you get booed off stage, the judges would hit their buzzers and you’d be

forever known as the guy from the TV that didn’t get through. As a working magician and magic

dealer, I have met many famous magicians in my time, and some of them have told me their

TV talent show tales. From one magician who claims that he is contacted every year with a

promise that he will get straight through to the semi-finals if he agrees to appear, to one of the

best magicians I have ever met having his routine trimmed to about 10 seconds (and of course

he was buzzed off stage, with Amanda Holden wearing a particular expression of disgust at the

“cards from mouth” routine being performed), it seemed the sensible approach was to ignore

the lure of television fame to pursue a career of relative anonymity. In later series, everything

changed. Simon Cowell, a long time vocal opponent of the cheesy, cruise-ship performance

style so often favoured by magicians, suddenly revealed a different side to his persona by

enjoying some of the more exciting magic acts. Magicians such as David Penn (series 5)

performed large scale stage illusions with flair and made it through to the semi finals. These

performers started to see success from their appearances on the show, and at the end of



series ten, Richard Jones won the overall series with his magic. Magicians are often seen as

out of date and uninspiring by audiences who remember the height of magic’s success on TV

in the 1980s. The glittery costumes, glamorous assistants, disappearing doves, appearing

rabbits and cutting people in half can still be seen in holiday resorts and working men’s clubs.

In reality, magic has evolved beyond recognition, and advancements in technology have made

the most extraordinary magical apparatus possible. Magic dealers sell all sorts of gimmicked

devices to allow the most extraordinary magical feats to be performed and it’s exciting to see

so much of the craft back on television. Performers such as Dynamo, Penn and Teller, Criss

Angel and David Blaine have made magic cool, and the TV talent shows are finally getting

behind this most wonderful of hobbies. Darcy Oake even made dove magic cool, a feat I’d long

considered impossible.Working as a magician makes it difficult for me to watch a performance

through the eyes of a non-magician, and it is fascinating to me to hear theories about how the

tricks are performed. Having attended magic conventions where the theatre audience is made

up entirely of magicians, I can confidently tell you that magicians are the worst audience to

work to. Their eyes burn the performer, never following the intended misdirection, always

looking exactly where the magician hopes they would not, because this audience thinks like a

magician. Magical thinking is about understanding that the situation is not as it appears, and

the presentation is the key to the routine. Magical thinking makes a trick bigger and better

through showmanship and inventiveness.Let’s say a magician offers you a choice from a deck

of cards, and then reads your mind to determine which one you picked. The mind reading

element of the trick should be the focus of the audience’s attention. The magician should spend

the overwhelming majority of the routine demonstrating their psychic abilities to the audience.

This approach draws all attention away from the fact that the performer is a magician and has

simply forced a specific card, whilst creating the illusion of a free choice. The trick becomes a

demonstration of mind reading, of psychic powers and the style of presentation is far better

than the magical performers you’ve seen in the past. I have met many amateur magicians that

meticulously practice secret moves and techniques, sometimes for years, forgetting that the

audience isn’t going to see the secrets. Practising to fool a magician is fun, but the audience is

looking for excitement, charisma, stage presence and above all, a good enjoyable show. The

audience of non-magicians doesn’t burn you like a magician would, and it bothers me when I

meet performers that have not worked on their character, their stage persona. The audience is

there to see you, not to watch a technical display of hidden secret moves. Some of the best

magicians I have ever seen have performed very simple (and among magicians, very basic

and well known) routines, but added their own spin on the presentation. These are the

magicians that own the stage, the audience loves them, and yes, they do tend to do very well

on shows like Britain’s Got Talent.Watching BGT, I became fascinated by the logistics of

performing a magic show to such a massive audience. Imagine the pressure on the

performer. When tricks go wrong, as they sometimes do, how do you ad-lib and move on with

an audience of that size? When I perform my current magic act, it lasts just over an hour and it

was rehearsed over a period of six months. Trapdoors got stuck, elastic bands broke,

audience volunteers forgot the card they chose, and so on. It’s impossible to predict every

single eventuality that can cause a problem with the routine and some of my more complex

methods had to be dropped to remove the risk of anything going wrong. When a trick fails

midway through, the magician can try to cover it up with ‘multiple-outs’ where the intended

effect is dropped and the magician works with what they have to salvage the routine and bring

it to an ending without revealing the failure. How much easier it would be to perform a routine

that simply cannot go wrong. With the reassurance that the mechanics of the trick are



straightforward enough to guarantee success, the next stage in the design of the show is to

dress up the simple effect and make it appear more complex.This is the secret, I believe, to

winning a TV talent show with magic. Keep the method simple, straightforward and impossible

to get wrong. Work on your interaction with the audience, scripting the performance to make

sure that the spectator does not forget their chosen card, stands in the correct position, thinks

of the right number and so on. The secret or the trick alone is not enough to win the prize. The

magician uses their magic to create a performance, and it’s the performance of that magic that

wins the judges approval.An Example.Here’s a trick that’s designed to be so simple that it

cannot fail. I’ll explain the process, then we’ll dress up the performance to make the simple

trick a million times bigger and better.This trick uses ‘multiple outs’ in its conclusion and this

makes it completely safe – there’s no possibility that the trick can go wrong. It’s also an effect

that I make and sell in my magic shop. The magician removes three large playing cards from

an envelope, and places them face up on the table. He hands a magic wand to the spectator

who is asked to wave the wand over the three cards. Whenever they feel ready they should tap

just one card with the wand. The spectator then turns over the card they chose. Printed on the

back it says “you will choose this card”.On sale in my shop for only five pounds, this trick

comes with a disclaimer – if you buy it, please try to remember how you felt during the

performance. Keep in mind that you were fooled. I explain this because many people buy the

trick after a demonstration, just because they want to know how it works. But if I ask them how

they think it works they come up with theories that are complicated and often rely on chance,

coincidence, luck, probability and sleight of hand. Like many magic tricks the explanation is

simple, so simple in fact that it can be disappointing. The audience know that the card they

turned over has “you will choose this card” printed on the back. Usually, the first thing they do

is to turn over the two remaining cards and check there is nothing printed on each of them.

There isn’t of course (that would be too easy!) but the spectator never asks to look inside the

envelope that the performer is still holding in their hands. This irrelevant detail is the key to the

method. Inside the envelope is a piece of white card, printed with the message “You will

choose the King of Clubs”. The other seemingly irrelevant item in this trick is the wand. Why

did the magician give a wand to the performer? Surely they could have just as easily pointed

to the card they wanted to choose? Again, the spectator never looks too closely at the wand.

If they did, they would see it has a message printed along the length, “You will pick the Two of

Diamonds”. That’s what we call a multiple out – three different endings to the trick. The

spectator hasn’t seen the trick before, so they make the assumption that I would have asked

them to turn over the card, whichever they chose. That’s not how it works. If they choose the

King of Clubs, I’ll continue the trick by asking them to look inside the envelope that I have been

holding the whole time. If they choose the Two of Diamonds, I’ll ask them to look at the wand

they are holding. The spectator never queries the wand or the envelope if the outcome of the

trick results in them turning over the card on the table. Likewise, if they are told to look at the

wand, they are too busy being baffled by the message on the wand to start questioning why I

have been holding the envelope all the way through the trick. It never fails. Every option is

covered.This is a perfect trick in my opinion. For a start, I’ve been performing this for years in

my shop and the only people who have ever called me on it were people who have studied

magic. No ordinary member of the public (I really don’t like the term ‘laypeople’ but I’ll have to

use it from time to time, sorry) has ever worked it out and I have sold many sets over the years

as people pay up just to find out the method. They can initially seem disappointed in the

simplicity of the secret, but then of course they take their new trick home, and bamboozle their

friends with it.I wanted to explain this trick at the beginning of my book, because it sets the



tone for what’s to follow.Showmanship.It’s important that in demonstrating this trick I create a

performance. It’s easy to say “Choose a card”, then “OK, look at the wand” and the trick would

last about thirty seconds. In this way the trick is presented as nothing more than a fun little

puzzle to be solved, but it’s not magic. We need to make this trick bigger through the

presentation. I’ll do this by talking to the spectator and setting the scene whilst I lay out the

cards on the table. I’ll shift the focus away from the cards themselves and instead I will tell the

spectator that I want to perform an experiment that will teach them about the way in which our

free choices can be manipulated by suggestion and clever use of language. We’re going to

learn something about how the brain works.“It’s puzzling, but it means that you can convince

people that you know things about them, predict ways people will behave, even to the point

where you can make people do what you want them to do. I’ll show you something really

simple. I’ve got three playing cards here, and I want you to choose one of them. Don’t choose

it yet, because I want you to really think about it. You can see we have two picture cards and

one number card. Perhaps you think I want you to choose the number card because the other

two are more elaborate so it stands out as different. Or maybe, that’s a ruse to make you

ignore the number card, and I want you to concentrate on one of the two remaining picture

cards. Now, I can see from the way you are holding your handbag that you are right handed,

so If I wanted you to pick a specific card perhaps I would lay that out on the right? The

important point here is I really want you to think about your choice. I want you to know it’s a

completely free choice.”After the card has been selected, we take a moment to ask why they

chose that card, because the reveal of the prediction message signifies the end of the trick.

The choice has now been made and this offers me a moment of down-time as the spectator’s

job is done and they can relax. I can take this opportunity to casually take back the wand or

put down the envelope, depending on which card was chosen. This whole approach makes

the performance more than simple coincidence or trickery; it becomes a demonstration of

psychology and mind control. Creating a bigger effect from a smaller routine is the key to

success on a TV talent show, especially when the semi-final and final are live in front of an

audience of millions. Imagine performing a mechanical trick where the mechanism breaks at

the key moment. In your own live magic show, you can have alternate paths, different endings,

a little bit of winging it, and ultimately get yourself out of a difficult situation. On TV, with only a

couple of minutes to put your entire act across, you’d be absolutely destroyed if it went wrong.

The acronym KISS (Keep It Simple, Stupid!) is perfect here. Keep the mechanics to a

minimum and keep the magic as self-working as possible, then remember you are an

entertainer, and your first job is to entertain!Our example trick above is perfect – nothing can

be allowed to go wrong in a performance and nothing can go wrong with this trick as every

option is covered. The worst thing a magician can hear after asking the spectator “Was that

the card you were thinking of?” is “Sorry, I can’t remember!”, and on live television this cannot

be allowed to happen. This means that the methods being used must be bombproof. And the

easy way to do that is to keep it simple!I realise this book will not be for everyone, nor is it

supposed to be. Just as buying a Jamie Oliver cook book won’t give you the talent of a world

class chef, knowing the methods of the Britain’s Got Talent magicians risks reducing the

content into puzzle solving. We know that a magician does not really saw a woman in half. We

suspend our disbelief and enjoy the show. If I tell you there’s a trick method involved, have I

really told you anything you didn’t know?So who is this book aimed at? I hope that people who

read this book are people with a desire to learn showmanship, and people who are interested

in the art of magic, looking for a way in to learning the craft for themselves. In understanding

the methods used, I believe it becomes obvious what a significant part showmanship and



presentation have to play to make the trick into a performance. I want up and coming amateur

magicians to stop obsessively practicing highly technical moves and techniques, to come out

from the bedroom or magic club and work on their personality and performance. Work on

being natural, funny and entertaining. Stop learning yet another way to locate a spectator’s

card in the pack and come up with a new and exciting way to entertain the audience using your

own style to make the audience love you. As I write this, the magic scene in theatre and on

television has come back into favour. For the kids, CBBC’s ‘Help! My Supply Teacher is Magic’

combines big illusions with simple tricks you can learn at home. Dynamo has filmed the last

episodes of his Magician Impossible series and is touring theatres for the first time. Derren

Brown has taken his incredible live shows to America and is wowing audiences for the first time

in that country. There’s never been a better time to see magic, to be inspired by magic and to

get involved. If you feel you would like to become a magician, research magic books, join your

local club, learn some methods but please remember the most important thing. The audience

isn’t there to see trickery or be tricked. The audience comes to see you. You are the

performer, the entertainer. Sure, you can do these feats of magic, but you are at the heart of

what they see and it’s you that takes a magic show and turns it into a world class

performance. Magical Thinking.The common personality trait I see in the most successful

magicians is the ability to think magically. This is when a performer takes their well-honed

skills and ideas and converts them into something that is real magic in the mind of the

spectator. Magical thinking is especially important when keeping the method simple. Magical

thinking turns the mundane into the miracle and places the focus on the presentation of magic,

not the performance of a trick. Many of the top magicians reveal their methods in print and on

video, and these are often sold through magic dealers and conventions. It is easy to watch a

performance and learn the routine, but it is also easy to fall into the trap of simply

impersonating the performer rather than using the knowledge shared to help craft your own

style. Many magicians prefer to learn from books for this reason. Books present the ideas

and methods but without seeing the performance in action you are left to come up with the

presentation yourself. The process of learning from a DVD easily becomes a lesson in

mimicking the magician rather than learning. This is one of the reasons that I do not

recommend trying to learn magic from YouTube videos on the internet, as so many of these

clips feature badly performed tricks that rely on the reveal of the secret for their popularity. The

learning objective for a magician is in taking the secret method and adapting it into a

performance that allows them to express their own personality. Magical thinking is the key to

this.Magical thinking is the difference between simply performing a trick and totally

mesmerising an audience. It promotes a magician from mere entertainer to TV talent show

winner. To understand this, the performer needs to be able to see the routine through the eyes

of the audience, and present the magic as if from their point of view. Let’s imagine that you

have a coin on the table in front of you, and a spectator sitting opposite. You place your flat

hand over the coin, and slide it towards you, making a fist which you lift into the air, the coin

firmly concealed inside. What the spectator does not realise is that the coin never entered the

fist, and in the motion of picking it up the coin was actually slid off the edge of the table into the

magicians lap. This is a very basic trick, page one of the oldest books, and yet you’d be

surprised how convincing this looks. You can now open your fist to reveal the coin has

vanished. It’s a simple trick, and it’s been performed in the most basic way, and the only skill

required was to convincingly look like you picked up the coin, instead of slipping it onto your

lap. The problem here is the spectator will immediately start to think back about what they just

saw. The coin was on the table, the magician picked it up and the coin was gone. Therefore



the coin must have vanished during the pick-up. Simple. The magic wasn’t magic; it was merely

a puzzle to be solved.Now, let’s do the same trick again but this time we will add some magical

thinking. We sit at the table in the same way as the last example. We welcome the spectator

and ask their name. We ask them if they ever feel like something they cannot explain has

happened to them. These can be the most mundane examples, but they happen to all of us.

When you put down your keys, and they just vanish. When you do DIY and drop a screw onto

the floor it just disappears. It’s strange isn’t it?Now we take the coin and add some relevance

to the discussion by explaining why there is a coin on the table. We use an old style British

Penny or a Silver Dollar to make the presentation a little more memorable. We make up a

story as to why we have this in our possession. We talk about how our grandparents gave us

this coin and showed us how money behaves unusually, just like when you lose your keys, you

lose coins down the back of the couch. You make the trick about the discussion, not about the

coin. We ask the spectator to sign their name on the coin.
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L. Freeman, “A clever informative book. This is definitely not a spoiler, as reading this well

researched account helps the reader understand the complexity of the performance. Anyone

can find out the mechanics of a trick by Googling it. Therefore, this author is not giving anything

away, just enhancing the expertise of the magician. Knowing how a trick works does not mean

anyone could accomplish it. A very enjoyable read.  Where's my top hat and white rabbit?”

FRANCIS, “Easy to follow and very informative.. Great book, I learned a lot of stuff I didn't

know about magic. Straightforward to follow, would definitely recommend!”

neil mathers, “Magically Entertaining. Always wondered how those guys did it and now I do!

Very interesting and a good insight into the world of magic.”
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